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Vehicle Pillar Fabric
  

  
Product code: KBT13371-U208
Selected Colour: Honey Comb Black
Width: 140cm
Price: £11.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Honey Comb Black

  

Description:

Black Honey-comb textured finish, This fabric is (OEM Quality) perfect for vehicle pillars A, B, C, and D it is
meticulously crafted from a premium blend of high-quality polyester and synthetic fibres, purposefully
tailored for automotive applications.

Boasting a width of 140cm, the fabric showcases exceptional versatility, fitting various pillar sizes across
diverse car models. This adaptability ensures a seamless integration, enhancing the overall cohesiveness
of the vehicle's interior design.

Suitable

Car
Vans
Trucks
Motor Homes
Automobile applications.

 

The fabric's innovative composition demonstrates remarkable resistance to wear and tear, guaranteeing
both the sustained aesthetic appeal and structural integrity over time. Engineered with automotive-grade
precision, it is designed to endure the daily rigors of use, maintaining its quality even in challenging
conditions.

A standout feature of this pillar fabric is its exceptional UV stability, providing a shield against the



detrimental effects of prolonged sun exposure. This protective quality not only preserves the fabric's
integrity but also prevents fading, ensuring the vibrant colours endure throughout the vehicle's lifespan.
This contributes to a visually appealing interior that remains captivating over time.

In addition to its protective qualities, the fabric facilitates easy maintenance, making it inherently easy to
clean. Quick removal of dirt, stains, and other contaminants is a practical feature that is essential for
preserving the overall appearance of the vehicle. This ease of care empowers owners to effortlessly
maintain a polished and well-maintained look with minimal effort.

The pillar fabric's design exemplifies a meticulous balance between aesthetics and functionality. Beyond
its visual appeal, the material is engineered with precision to ensure durability and longevity. This dual
focus on aesthetics and functionality makes the Car A, B, C, and D Pillar fabric a reliable and stylish choice,
embodying a harmonious blend of enduring design and practical utility.
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